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Introduction 
__________________   _________________ 

The war poems contained in this book were written in Malaya 

during the Second World War; the ‘peace’ poems are of more 
recent vintage. Autobiographical details of my war years and 
writing follow. 
 I was a corporal in the 8th Division Signals, and we arrived 
in Singapore in January 1941. We went up onto the Malay 
Peninsula and our Signal Section was billeted at Port Dickson 
on the west coast. I was in ‘J’ Section, a section detached from 
the main body of Signals to serve the 22nd Infantry Brigade. 
We did parade and jungle training in this area and then moved 
to the southern east coast, to Mersing, where we prepared 
operational and defence fortifications. I was promoted to a 
Sergeant and became the leader of a Line Section. This meant 
we were often more out in the field than at base, although, of 
course, we slept there. When war broke out in December 1941, 
following the Pearl Harbor attack, I was immediately occupied 
in line-laying and maintenance. When we withdrew to 
Singapore Island, I was badly wounded during the fighting. For 
war action I was awarded the Military Medal and received a 
Mention in Despatches. We spent three and a half years in 
Prison Camp before release in late 1945. 
 When we were at Port Dickson, I was called upon to produce 
a journal for the 22nd Brigade which consisted of the 18th, 19th 
and 20th Battalions. I shaped and edited the journal known as 
On Guard, and from it are taken the poems in this volume 
entitled ‘Impatience’, ‘Endless Dreams’ and ‘Procrastination’. 
Later in the year, my own unit Commander called me to his 
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at Kuala Lumpur and asked me to produce a similar journal for 
the 8th Division Signals, which was printed and distributed just 
as war broke out between Japan and the Allies. From this 
journal, simply titled Through, I have drawn my poems ‘Query 
the Quislings’, ‘Sing a Song of Signals’, ‘Do I Then Dream?’ and 
‘Chandu Shop’. The poems are reproduced without alteration. 
 After fifty years I still cannot evaluate the poems, and, since 
they were written in a war situation, their strong patriotic note 
may seem strange to this present generation. One of the reasons 
for including them in this volume is because after the war two 
strange fires destroyed—with one or two exceptions—all my 
pre-war poems, war poems and post-war poems. These amounted 
to hundreds in number, and I have written few war poems since 
those fires. One volume of my later poems has been published 
titled The Spirit of All Things (Troubadour Press, 1992) and 
another is about to be published: All Things of the Spirit. This 
present volume is a small collection of songs of war and peace 
published on the Fiftieth Anniversary of the end of World War 
II and our release from Japanese Prisoner-of-War Camps.  
 I believe the critics have a right to know something of the 
origins of the poems contained in the first part of this book. As 
can be seen they were formal in mode, and were exceptionally 
caught up in feelings that soldiers have when a war is going 
on—much of it elsewhere—and when they hear reports of 
civilian apathy on the home front, and of union strikes when all 
hands—so to speak—should be to the pump. It should be noted 
that a drawing of a Cenotaph in the form of the one in Martin 
Place in Sydney was included with the text of ‘Awake 
Australia!’. On it are the two bronze figures of the Sailor and 
Soldier, and the poem ‘Impatience!’ naturally follows as part of 
the feature. 
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 Perhaps—when all is said and done—these poems have a 
kind of antique value, and this alone may justify their being 
included in this book. They certainly show fervent patriotism 
and youthful fervour, but then that was our mood. Looking at 
them over fifty years later, they seem so much out of our 
present mood, to say nothing of our contemporary modes of 
writing and thinking. 
 As I have reported, the bulk of war poems, including many 
written in the POW camp and following discharge from the 
Army, were unfortunately burned. So, too, were novel 
manuscripts. Readers of my fiction writing will know I have 
had many volumes of short stories published, plus a few novels. 
Prominent among these were the two award-winning novels, 
Tall Grow the Tallow-woods and Laughing Gunner. The latter 
is a collection of short stories of war, prisoner-of-war days and 
the time of rehabilitation following the war. 
 The ‘peace’ poems in this present volume are not 
specifically about peace, but represent the life of freedom we 
can live when rid of the traumas of war. Whilst I have written 
much fiction regarding war, my later years have not been 
occupied with that subject. I have visited a number of War 
Cemeteries in different lands, but my interest in the Kranji War 
Cemetery is because it was there that many of my friends were 
laid to rest. I was one of the first, during prison days, to bury a 
fellow soldier in what later became the official War Cemetery. 
In these days—fifty years later—one recalls such events with 
deep emotion. The poem ‘Love’s Elegy in Kranji Memorial 
War Cemetery’ portrays, I believe, the depths of such emotion. 
The memories of war are never erased, and the days of peace 
are often occupied with such remembrance.     
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 Awake Australia! 
__________________   _________________ 

Silence. A silence in these days so rare and precious.  Suddenly 
the long shattering sound of raucous laughter. A gleaming 
limousine flashed past. 
 It was only then that the figures moved.  
 Two gods of bronze. The Sailor and the Soldier. Was it a 
sigh which escaped? The night was far advanced, slowly 
overtaking the grey dawn. 
 The bronze was no longer still and silent. It glowed. 
Somewhere here was the “Hidden Glory.” It shone—a 
burnished wonder. 
 The Sailor spoke. His voice held the sigh of the sea, the 
eternal beauty of great waters. “Brother, I have watched them 
pass, and theirs are the faces of those who care not.” 
 The Soldier was silent. When he spoke his voice was strong 
and held the note of adventure. It was the voice of Gallipoli and 
Flanders. Now it was sad. “This morning ‘The Place’ was a 
blaze of colour. Flower stalls dripped their redness. They did 
not see us. We stood cold and bare.” 
 Said the Sailor, “Yesterday they passed through, those young 
men with browned faces and gleaming bayonets. They were fit 
to fight and end a war.” 
 The Soldier became stern and cold. “When they passed the 
people smiled and waved. Soon they had forgotten. They went 
their way, to eat and drink and make money.” 
 They were silent, staring into the coming dawn. Their minds 
were filled with many thoughts. Always they could see the 
faces of the crowd, careless and uncaring,  
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a government pleading for money and receiving but a widow’s 
mite. Over there . . . They knew . . . Were they deaf that they 
could not hear the scream of the shells, the crash of bombed 
homes and cities and children crying . . . ? 
 The Soldier spoke, and his voice was weary. “Brother, 
would that we could go. Let them stay if they wish, but we, 
we . . .” 
 In the east the dawn was breaking. Its first flames were the 
impatient burnings of their hearts and so . . . . .  
 

Impatience! 
__________________   _________________ 

Soft to the dawn where waiting were the shadows 
Within that dark square ’gainst slumbering walls so grey, 
Here where the skies would retch an inward colour 
Flame to the clouds and found another day. 
 
Here in the place where scarce the night had waited, 
Feeling the art’ries of the life that be; 
Here once had pulsed the smaller throb of anguish, 
Storms of a longing which was to be free. 
 
Still in their bronzes silent as the sky-gods, 
Firm were their lips and set unto this life. 
Years of the anguish had not worn a feature; 
Tears trembled not upon this place of strife. 
 
Yea, this was stillness born within the morning 
Until the sun had glowed its bloody red, 
Thus did the traffic stir in places distant 
Roaring and purring mid the sleeping dead.
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Then ’twas the breezes sighing in the morning, 
Wing gave to pigeons crying to the blue; 
Far down below there where the sun had flamed 
Mightiest wonder that had moved the two. 
 
Sailor and Soldier weary of their vigil, 
Stirred by the dawn and the days that be, 
Crowds that had passed, and, with their eyes unseeing, 
Small in their minds and deaf to greater plea. 
 
Dead to the hell that blazed its bloody horror, 
Screaming o’er homes and breaking overhead, 
Here in the pain with all life’s bleeding sorrow, 
Came the strong plea from lips that now were dead. 
 
Could they there stand in silly stony silence, 
List to the simperings of the well fed mob? 
Nay when the cry carried in the thunder, 
Called unto them as did the broken sob. 
 
Theirs was to waken, spurn the silent dais, 
Down that still place through the waiting morn, 
Yea, they were gone, and Sydney all a wonder 
Burns with the fire of their blazing scorn. 
 

     
 
Not till Hell’s thunder dies within the Heavens, 
Not till war’s error does the brave world spurn, 
Not till this anguished calvary is ended, 
Will these two fighters to their place return. 
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Endless Dreams 
__________________   _________________ 

Listless arms of swaying palms, 
And softly whisp’ring trees, 
Eyes of charm and days of calm, 
And gently washing seas. 
These . . . These . . . were dreams. 
 
Land of heat and dancing street, 
Aquiver in the sun, 
Dawns so bold, and sunsets gold, 
Pass swiftly as they run. 
We lived these dreams. 
 
Insect hums, and scent of gums, 
Rolling plains so bare, 
Cities strong and hearts that long, 
And eyes that really care. 
These . . . These . . . our dreams. 

Procrastination 
__________________   _________________ 

Oh, I hear the wild waves roaring, 
On the shores of this great sea, 
The foam on jaws a ’ raving, 
As it tears so wild and free! 
I can catch the distant thunder 
Of an angry booming deep, 
And my soul in waiting, listens 
And I know it dare not sleep. 
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There is anger in the tearing 
Of those curling, whited, waves! 
There is anger, strong, and hungry, 
As it smites its golden slave; 
As it tears in wrathful fury, 
Along that craven shore, 
Its hunger is eternal 
As it turns to take the More. 
 
There’s a Call in all this wildness, 
In this mighty roaring sea, 
A call of stifled pleading, 
In a voice that’s meant for me: 
Tis a Call of fiery wonder, 
That we dare to stay away, 
For life is filled with secrets 
And time’s a fleeting Day. 

 
Oh I listened to the calling 
Of this surging, raging, sea 
Tis an urging so enthralling 
And an urging full and free: 
Yea I listened to the thunder, 
While my heart is white with foam, 
Dare I leave the thoughts that bind me, 
Or the place that I call “Home”? 

 
I have thought the thoughts of many, 
I have laughed these thoughts to scorn, 
But within this tearing thunder, 
Is a soul of might—new born, 
And the body strangely trembling 
Is a-wonder at the storm: 
Dare it take the Newer Fury, 
And cast away the Form? 
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Oh, I listened to the lapping 
Of a silent soundless sea 
And the thoughts of flaming passion 
Are like fire within me, 
And my heart is eager, eager, 
In a longing to be on, 
But the urging Voice of Thunder 
And the sea of Fury’s gone. 
 
So I listened to its lappings 
As it curls along the shore, 
I hear its gentle music 
Tis the song of “Never More.” 
Shall I wait and wait forever 
For a wildly surging sea? 
For the fire that flamed in glory 
Is but dead and cold in me. 

Query the Quislings 
__________________   _________________ 

This was Tobruk, a bath of blood and courage, 
 Cold steel afire, gleaming with War’s flames, 
These were the men who dared the sudden horror, 
 Knew nought but fury and cast away our shames. 

 
Their minds were dreaming, longing for those loved ones, 
 Thinking of surfs and sands where they had lain, 
Thinking of eyes darkened by the horror, 
 Thinking of hearts almost aburst with pain. 

 
Bardia, Benghazi, names of matchless glory. 
 They rose, and singing, hacked their way through hate, 
Steel upon steel, and joy so fierce with longing, 
 They were the men who laughed at wond’ring Fate. 
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Soft-misted Dunkirk, wonder of the nations, 
 Traitors of Norway, quislings in their prime, 
These are the odds, changeless as the mountains, 
 These we shall spurn but meet from time to time. 
 
Men of Malaya where the jungle thickens, 
 Sweating in heat and struggling through the slime, 
Eyes turned so wistful to the scene of fighting, 
 Doing their toil and biding yet the time. 
 
Slouch hats, browned faces, in an anguished fighting, 
 Look to the land, whence had sprung these men. 
Why do they wince, these comrades in their striving? 
 Turn in their sleep, restless in their fen. 
 
Men of the bayonet heard the shames loud uttered, 
 Strikes of the selfish, factories cold and still. 
Mammon in splendour held the working spindle, 
 Laughed at their weakness, stoop’d to scoop his fill. 
 
Souls of a Midas, governments soon changing, 
 Unresting strife and hours fleeting by. 
Still in Tobruk the soldier waiting silent, 
 Hears the mad Hun who urges him to fly. 
 
What then Australia! Is your trust not sacred? 
 What then our country! Will ye sleep so long? 
Quislings will rule thee, be ye Rip Van Winkles? 
 This is the time for righting of the wrong. 
 
Sing ye the music of the whirring pulley, 
 Belts strained hard and lathes that are urged on. 
Strike down the strikers, let them share our sorrow, 
 Times of the Dunkirks and the Cretes be gone. 
 
Then shall they sing and plunge into the battle, 
 Slouch hats, browned faces, heedless of Hun hates, 
Striving for vict’ry, counting not the blood cost, 
 These men forever will laugh at wond’ring Fates. 
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Sing a Song of Signals 
__________________   _________________ 

Have you heard the song of the cables, 
 The song of the whirring drum, 
The leap and the laugh of the wire, 
 The joy of its singing hum? 
Tis the men who work on the cables, 
 Who sing the song of the line, 
They sing the song of the cables, 
 Though the weather be wet or fine. 
 
Have you heard the song of the Norton, 
 The base of the engine’s whine, 
The smile on the face of the rider 
 Bringing his message on time; 
The whirr of the wind fast rushing, 
 The cylinders throbbing along 
Tis the sweetest music in signals, 
 The joy of the Don R’s song. 
 
Have you heard the song of the wireless, 
 The messages whistling through, 
The rhythmic beat of the Morse key, 
 When the X’s are many or few. 
Know you the song of the netting, 
 And the climax of this great song, 
Tis the thrilling song of the wireless 
 When they pass the traffic along. 
 
Then you know the song of the signals, 
 The orchestra’s urging beat, 
The climax of key and cable, 
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 The thrilling tune of our feat. 
Tis the urging rush of the music 
 So pass the message along, 
“Signals provide the music 
 For Victory’s final song.” 

Do I Then Dream? 
__________________   _________________ 

Are these but dreams? 
 The things we fight for, 
The future that will be, 
 The lack of pain and strife, 
And hell of war. 
 Are these but dreams? 
The fleeting fancies 
 Of mad and fighting fools, 
Are these but dreams 
 And braver unreality? 
 
If these be dreams 
 And no truth lies in them, 
I pray the God above 
 My sanity might keep. 
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Chandu Shop 
__________________   _________________ 

(Chandu is opium and is licensed in parts of Malaya) 
 

Word of weary waiting, 
 Board so quaintly painted, 
Window sill so crazy, 
 And dollars passing through. 
Licensed sale of Chandu, 
Always buying Chandu, 
Always wanting Chandu, 
 And dollars passing though. 
 
World of weary addicts, 
 Puny, pale and pockmarked, 
Citizens of sadness, 
 And dreams of yet to be. 
Licensed hell of Chandu, 
Always wanting Chandu, 
Passing life of Chandu, 
 For Chandu is not free. 
 
World of greasy dollars, 
 Pain of dreams forgotten, 
Grasping hands of hell-bound 
 Men and women too: 
Calling for their Chandu, 
Living for their Chandu, 
Dying for their Chandu, 
 And dollars passing through. 

 
Chandu! Chandu! I see the word today 
 Hell of a Coleridge. Oh drive the Hell away. 
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Love’s Elegy in Kranji 
Memorial War Cemetery 

__________________   _________________ 

Old bones you lie beneath the sod, 
The tamed turf of later times 
And not in the shambles of your scattered flesh, 
Marred and displayed on the bloody fields 
Where once you fought or feared. 
There it was history repeating its pain 
In its multitudinous ways of war and shame. 
There the tumult of your heart 
Came to wounded place or bloody end, 
The life seeping into foreign soil 
With the foliage overhead and around 
Battered and tattered by the shells, 
The bursting mortars, whilst inwardly 
The heart stammered with dread, 
And the mind revolted at the destined end 
Of purposeless death.  
Old patriotism fails in that moment, 
And new insights of the inner mind 
Unfold and blossom as on Flanders’ fields, 
At ancient Agincourt 
And other places now hallowed, 
To hide their cruel desecration 
As life flows in its red streams 
Into the silent, the inarticulate earth. 
 
Here all the lawn is green, 
The rows of sentinel stones so white 
Mark out our sections and platoons 



 

 

And regulated companies 
Homogenised in death, 
More so than life where none was one 
Nor as another. All and each unique 
Possessed his thoughts and soul 
As special, differing creations. 
They say that death is the great leveller, 
Democratising force that makes the unity 
Of incredible equality. 
They lie! Here there are the same differences, 
The same urging to the mind in pain 
Of beloved and hated memories, 
Of men both queer and good, honest and dishonest, 
A plethora of human vitality 
That never did conform to those ideals 
Which all seek to believe in the witching hour 
Of the Utopian delusion. 

 
Glad am I to remember you 
As you were made and made yourselves. 
Each one is as a dear companion, 
A friend now mouldered in the bones I love, 
Eyeless in Kranji, eyeless in death, 
And yet beyond the mystery of this life 
As entered via death’s great portals 
Into the immutable destiny 
And death’s illimitable riches—with its pain. 
 
How still is this day. I hear the voices all around— 
Some tourists, some awed, some bored, 
Some weeping with the pain of memory. 
I dare not name you to the few around, 
Nor even whisper in my inmost self. 
I also weep my tears behind the eyes, 
And feel their falling on my heart. 
What anodyne are they to pain, 
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What fragrance to undying memory 
Of those who died. Sleep dear bones 
Beneath your bed of turf, but live dear men 
In your eternity. Possess your riches 
And make rich our hearts who weep and laugh 
For you. One with your bones, one with your selves, 
One with your death and new life, 
I dream myself into the days that were, 
And sob without shame upon your turf 
Until I seem to sleep your sleep. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

. . . and 
Peace 
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Reciprocity Undemanded 
__________________   _________________ 

If you say that love 
Is love only when the giving has receiving, 
Is alive only in the true mutuality 
Of the receiving and the giving, 
Then you are wrong. You have failed to see 
That love is the giving; the giving and the giving, 
All without asking return, without expecting 
Or demanding of the response. There is no demand 
For the joyousness and stimulation 
Of reciprocal mutuality. 
 
Love that will not receive, but only gives, 
Is likewise unauthentic love. It is 
Not the true agape. Selfless giving, if not prepared 
For the needful receiving, for the recognition 
Of personal poverty, joyful acceptance of one’s need, 
Must find itself pridefully denying 
The other’s prerogative to give. 
 

It is true that love’s mutuality— 
Love’s giving and receiving, receiving and giving— 
Is man’s highest joy: God’s too! 
But the calculated mutuality, 
Planned giving and receiving 
(Like schemed Christmas distribution of gifts), 
Is a mindful, mindless thing, 
An ungenuine act both of giving and receiving. 
 
True love is so unconscious in the giving— 
As also in the gracious receiving, 
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The receiving and the giving (God being Source)— 
That it knows not—even faintly— 
Of the guilelessnesses of its own love. 
It is not deliberate anonymity 
Or veiled but subtle action, 
For it is the free movement 
Of the natural, unconscious moment. 
It is love on the wing, 
Swift-borne, and sweetly unaware, 
Launched from its celestial lair! 
 
 

The Derelicts 
__________________   ___________________  

The Metho-Drinker 
 
I would see him pass, mornings, 
Like a slight hulk 
Floating on grey waters 
As the mist dissolved; 
Head down into his ragged overcoat, 
Hands deep in the pockets, 
Lurching towards nothing. 
 
Early he would leave his fellow-bibbers— 
Addicts of the White Lady 
(The infernal burning spirits)— 
Receding from life on the flaming waves, 
The guilt-induced myths, 
The fragmentary escape 
From the current loneliness, 
Heading towards unchanging emptiness. 
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The Mindless One 
 
Shuffling in his mind, if not in gait, 
Low-heeled in heart tho’ not in leather, 
He made his way through broken thoughts, 
The debris of his dreams, the dreariness 
Of his own detritus 
Accumulated through the mindless years, 
Like sere papers over broken glass 
In an empty alley. 
 
I heard his drained mutterings, 
The empty repetitions 
Of a thin suburban mind, 
Clichés and broken statements 
Without a core to them. He vacant, 
Though his coffers fairly filled 
And no material need. He the derelict 
Of empty aspirations, 
Shuffling towards the blank of death. 

 
Sludge Addict 
 
His body was not derelict, 
Nor yet his mind. Not yet. 
He had a turn of phrase, 
A turn of page, seeking with restlessness 
The suggestive impurity, the scabrous pornographic 
That stimulates the jaded senses, 
Seeking in furtive futile addiction 
The rustling sentences, the tides 
Of swimming print, the sequence 
Of mind-charging (mind atrophying) scenes, 
Sex linked with violence, prurient vistas 
That worked like lethal opiates 
To render the spirit sterile. 
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He, too, had shuffling gait, 
The shades of self-destruction 
Ruthlessly enveloping, 
As groping in his self-created mind 
He sensed his own vacuity, 
Although with pride’s mien 
Insisting the failure was untrue. 
 
 
 
Mind Slave 
 
I knew it when he looked at me. 
That brilliance shone with cracked light, 
Parched restlessness like dry ice, 
Tongued like a darting reptile 
Over the ceaseless lips. I marvelled 
At the magnificent mind 
Crackling its quick cleverness 
In erudite accomplishments; 
An evident encyclopaedia 
Of gathered knowledge. 
 

 
In one moment of deceived insight 
I thought he lived. I even wept 
(Caught in a moment of sheer simplicity), 
Thinking this knowledge a flowered thing 
And bound to fruit; until I pierced 
The depthless deeps of vast vacuity. 
The eyes were dead, though brilliant dry, 
Fraught with bright fever, portent itself 
Of soon departing life. Vestiges hung 
About the chattering voice, harsh mutterings 
Of worship at the soulless shrine 
Of mind-worshipping. 
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Conclusion 

 
Others I have seen, same emptiness 
Of unfulfilment. Shrouded travellers 
Hastening intent, goalless for hope 
As though the mere travelling 
And the forward crouching thrust 
Of body and intent might make 
Its self some goalful goal! 
This I have seen, that man 
Becomes the sad derelict, the mindless one— 
Though proud and princely to his empty end, 
Since he has voided life of life— 
Shrugging his way through womb and world 
And work and deathful days 
As a trackless star, a futile wanderer, 
In the wide darkness 
Of undiscovered being. The derelict 
Has lines of noble origin, 
High glimpses of heavenly destiny, 
And these spurned for the petty pride 
Of imagined autonomy, the dry dereliction 
Of ultimate pointlessness. 

 
 
Were there no ragged cross, 
No jagged timbers of stark Golgotha, 
Then my mind—and with it my heart— 
Were defenceless against the crushing weight 
Of witnessed dereliction. 
He knew and struggled with that weight 
In the wild wastes, the lonely alleys, 
The trackless despairs, 
And the vacuous cynicism 
Of the pointless prodigal. 
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He suffered the dry anguish, the waste spirit, 
That the prodigal might dream again 
Of the Father’s home, and the immutable warmth 
Of the Paternal love. Had there been no Cross, 
No pallet of cruel timber, 
Then derelicts must be for ever 
Waves wildly foaming out their shame, 
And no return to the Bosom. 
As it is, all pointlessness is pointless: 
The Morning Star lights to the Eternal, 
And the embracing Arms of the Patient 
And the wholly Expectant. 

Life Is in the Limits:  
Death Beyond 

__________________   _________________ 

These are the limits. 
Beyond these we may not go. 
Dare to go we may, and do: 
But beyond is the beyond-the-beyond, 
The no-place, the unauthentic. 
De-ontologised, it is the dread place, 
The abdication of the true humanity, 
The unhallowed halls of the lost, 
The place where the unremitting law 
Searches in ruthless persistence, 
And finds its intolerable victims. 
 
Law in the love sense proffers life. 
It is the substance, the warp and woof 
Of the unchanging reality: its ways are life 
Up to the ‘beyond’ perimeter. There 
Its face changes. The gentle becomes the granite. 
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The countenance so benign becomes adamant— 
The hard stare of the inexorable. 
The implacable and austere remains pitiless. 
Remorseless it pursues the rebel spirit 
As it pursues in the beyond-the-beyond. 
 
In the dim silence, the land of no-saying, 
Where even the conscience has ceased 
In its non-sighing silence—the sighs muted, 
Where the grey wraith of light 
Has become the no-substance of soulless despair— 
There the doom of the enraged rebellion 
Creeps up as a beleaguering silent surf, 
Washing the suspended spirit, the inanimate soul 
In a non-receding tide 
Of noiseless dread and frozen apprehension. 
 
Do not go, I say, beyond the beyond; 
Stay here in the exercise of acknowledgment, 
The goalful obedience of the same law 
Which has and is unchanging love; but defied 
Or denied, transgressed or fissiparated, 
Is implacable judgment, unswerving execution 
Of timeless death. 
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The Warm and Wise Woman 
__________________   ___________________  

In the staring gaze of the sphinx— 
Eyes set, gaze fixed, held unwavering— 
We have detected wisdom. Man has made— 
Empathy reversed—the projection of his wisdom. 
Man-made, man-tailored, 
Fitted to impress 
With reasonable recognition. 
It is the projection—we repeat— 
Of man-wisdom fitted to stone. 

 
In her eyes—the eyes of the beloved— 
There is wisdom not derived 
From fashioned knowledge striving 
To outwit its neighbour’s knowledge. 
It is the wisdom of God, feminised 
To fit its own functional uses, 
Fitted to accept into itself 
The creation which is about it. 
Use amplifies wisdom, brings it near; 
But this only in the wise ones. 

 
Who then is the wise? The wise is she (or he) 
Who gently accepts the truth as it comes, 
Not in rebellion, seeking to surpass, 
Or in muted ambition, slyly emulating 
With a view to outplaying it. 
Wisdom is the spirit that accepts the truth 
Though it humbles one, brings pain 
And draws down into suffering. 
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Through our long years I have watched, 
Doubting not but waiting 
For the outgrowth and the upgrowth 
Of the thing that was stifled 
But then liberated. The humble spirit 
Bid His great wisdom grow 
As though in a prepared garden 
Or an orchard lately become fecund, 
Fruited before the autumn of its ripeness. 
 
No sphinx has living wisdom; 
Its muted, frozen form 
Claims wisdom from the watcher, 
The fearful spectator, the frightened devotee 
Who imputes near deity to things, 
Stunned by their silence, muted, too, 
In the puzzlement of the cogitative mind. 
He, too, is frozen, immobile 
To the warm wisdom that must make its home 
In the unmuted flesh, 
The human reality. 
 
Her face is warm, is living; 
The wisdom flashes from her eyes, 
Flows freely on her children, 
On her spouse, the pliant crowd 
That asks for understanding. 
In this complex world— 
This club of clever ones, sophisticates 
Who issue their homemade brand 
Of rational brilliance— 
The cool and calming word of truth— 
Made flesh within her ample life— 
Is sought by those who ask reality. 
Hers is the true integrity 
That meets the needs of simple and of sage. 
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Warm, vibrant, living sphinx, 
Unchanging though nobly mobile, 
I salute your wisdom and your love. 
 

Voiding the Void 
__________________   _________________ 

Summer grass on a summerless sea, 
The humourless clotted clods of green, 
Yesterday’s detritus drifting towards nothing, 
Aimlessly rocking and rolling 
On a goalless tide, expecting nil 
In the pointless drift. 
 
In a cemetery of the old kind— 
Tall headstones, broken columns, 
Stony books half opened and half closed, 
Angels in frozen movement—I have felt 
That death had some honour, life some reverence 
Even where man’s tragedy of violence 
(His hatreds, murders, rapes and incest) 
Had anger’s irrational reason: 
Some cruel attempt to vindicate 
The injustice of being born, 
Some shaking of wrathful hands 
At an insensate deity. 
 
Where there is the drift, however, 
Of the humourless detritus, 
The non-sighing indifference 
Of the deadened mind, here 
There is nought for nothing, 
And nothing for something, 
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Only the endless, goalless drift 
Of the self-negating humanity. 
Deity dies drearily 
In the soulless mind; the suicide 
Of created dignity is executed 
In the nerveless nihilism 
Of voiding self-denial. 

 
Here, then, there are new cemeteries, 
Anonymous plaques on flat ground, 
Bland caskets with their bronze inscriptions 
Neatly parcelling man into neutral death, 
Homogenising the eternal dimensions 
Into metered plots. God save the mark! 
God save the Queen! God save anything 
On which man stamps the mediocrity 
Of his simpering stupidity! 
‘Here lies nothing, to the empty glory 
Of Nothingness Itself.’ Praise be 
To the endless end, and the death even 
Of authentic nostalgia! 

 
On the other hand there is the true ocean, 
Seas of surprising surgings, 
Launchings afresh of dolphins and seals, 
Cavorting of whales, shootings of sharks 
In the translucent depths and the creamy crestings 
Of today’s depthless movements. 
There is no mere drift, but currents 
That move in their appointed directions, 
Fulfilling their functional goals. 
Nothing that happens is merely repeated, 
But each is unique, each thing, each happening 
Within the purposeful movement 
Of its patterned creation. 
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Repentance in man’s mind 
Is the facing of the truth; 
It is the end to deviousness, 
The cunning rationalising 
Of things-as-they-are to emptiness, 
The spiritless voiding 
Of the ontological reality. 
Repentance is an oceanic joy, 
The dynamic surging of the hearted mind 
Acknowledging the dignity 
Of God and man, of man-with-God, 
And the acceptance 
Of immortal human dignity 
Given in creation, and redeemed 
In the Eternal Cross and 
The Resurrection from the dead. 
 

 There Is No Ordinary 
__________________   _________________ 

This they call the ordinary— 
The place where the goats run, 
The red gash of the earth with the ochred clay, 
The black-and-white goats with the pure white 
Grazing ravenously. These things they say 
Are ordinary, the everyday ordinary. 
 
The long rows of strong vegetables, 
Strawberries serried in their winter garb, 
Golden flash amid tired green 
And the death-brown of the dead leaves— 
These are the things we daily see, 
Calling them ordinary. 
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Also the long rows of the rich vegetables, 
Themselves tucked up with the cold 
Of the inhospitable winter. The cabbages, 
Compact in individual loneliness; 
Each a unit in the military precision 
Of its platoons. Each garden plot a platoon 
Of the silent sentinel battalion. 
These are the ordinary things. 
 
Old pumpkins on the iron corrugations 
Of the old cemented tank, preserving the hot hours 
Of the sultry summer. Heat absorbed is frozen 
In the golden brown of their autumn flesh 
Encased in the shining rind, 
Awaiting the times of soups and roasts. 
These, of course, are the ordinary things 
I see from my bedroom window 
In the gentle hours of dreamy convalescence. 
 
Lately I have looked at all these things, 
Astounded at what is the mediocre, 
The daily run of each light-round, 
The unexceptionality, the almost bland 
Facets that compose the whole, constitute reality; 
But reality unseen to the conditioned eye, 
Verity unappreciated, taken for granted 
Where man is impatient at the given real, 
Despising or shrugging away its fact 
In his hunger—even his quick passion— 
To acquire the unusual, the special, the exceptional. 
 
As for me—who am again absorbing health 
Like some inflowing natural power—I am 
Feeling the unseen hand that gives richly. 
I sigh in the newly found healthfulness, 
Certain that there is nothing bland, nothing mediocre, 
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But that all is unusual, all the quiet miracle 
Of the sustaining Provider, the giving God. 
Happy for the new-fleshed wonder 
Of the wholly ordinary, which is 
The true extraordinary; ‘the way things are’, 
And it would seem, will always be. 
 
He, then, who misses the ordinary glory, 
Misses the continuing verity. Perhaps he needs 
The sick-bed, the sudden accident, 
The approach of unremitting death, the visitation 
Of the forced sabbath-rest. He needs 
The renewal of living through suffering 
To see the unusual ordinary! 

 

Unified By Love 
__________________   _________________ 

I met a sleepless mortality, 
A band of dissociated humans 
Divided, although kept together, 
By money and politics, by sport and pleasure 
And pleasant houses. 
 
Inwardly they were disintegrating— 
That beautiful blonde, that entrancing brunette, 
That Apollo-like figure, 
The noble male. 
They were all disintegrating; 
For one was reserved the bed 
In the single-room of the mental hospital; 
The other was set to play the suburban game— 
Marrying, having children and later going on the pension, 
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But dissociated and fissiparated 
For all that. 
 
My reserves were innumerable, 
Springing as they did from Divine plenitude. 
So I threw them words and songs 
Born of an old pole, a dry timber 
And a distorted body. 
I threw these supplies at them in quietness, 
And they scarcely saw me. 
I marvelled when they caught them, 
I saw them associate—within and outside 
They became human, 
I heard them laughing. 
 
I heard them singing down the road, 
Their laughter was delightful, even absurd. 
Then I began to sing with them. 
My song flowed with tears. 
Suddenly we were all filled and we overflowed 
One here and in eternity. 
The whole matter was curiously delightful, 
It was also—as suddenly—reality. 
 

Flight of Pelicans 
__________________   ___________________  

Sometimes the pelicans come in: 
A silent flight from Lake Eyre 
Where they breed endlessly, 
And the young die with the lake 
And the dehydrated fish. 
Then the Coorong calls, 
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And they sail home as a silent squadron, 
Like the flying boats 
At old Poole Base in England. 

 
When they touch down in grace, 
In superb flight motion, 
Tipping the water and settling 
Like white flying boats, 
They remind me of Ray, 
The brother in command 
Of the deep-bellied craft 
That have grace in their flight 
Like the silent pelicans. 

 
Ray’s mystery has died with him: 
Is hidden in cold English soil, 
Or in the mind of the weakening widow. 
Eyes brown and warm 
Were laughter to her laughing own, 
And the quick clear mind 
Of the cloak-and-dagger man. 
Us? We never knew the half, 
Nor even the beginning; 
We who were his family. 

 
Now the end has come. 
She sits thinking, if not brooding, 
At the strange mating 
And the eventful life. 
Here, on the Coorong, 
The white armadas return 
Like flying boats to their Poole Base, 
Homing to the soft waters 
And bringing evocation 
Of mystified memory. 
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The Fall 
__________________   ___________________  

One by one he saw the lights of life depart; 
One by one he felt the powers within him drain away— 
A tide of life that drained his brilliant shores 
Until they, too, had ebbed away, and nought 
But the lonely waste remained. 
 
He felt the emptiness draw nigh— 
A different tide, the ghostly one, 
The flowing in of hollowness, 
Supplanting lights and powers 
He lately had but known— 
His former self now dead 
Upon receding tide and lost 
For ever more. 
 
The hollow was not empty full, 
The empty was not fullness drained, 
The ghostly was not tideless as it moved, 
The lethal was not dead—its pain 
Was now a deathless living death 
That flooded up the main, 
And every crik and cranny filled, 
Till nothing of the former 
Full remained. 
 
Most death of all was light removed: 
Serrations of the jagged pain 
That moved staccato in the heart, 
And shattered all the passion there, 
To be one spreading stain, 
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Indelible in darkness-forms 
That blotched the pure main 
In mind and heart pollution— 
Deep spirit-pain. 
 
One by one he saw the lights of life depart; 
One by one he felt the powers within him drain away— 
A tide of life that drained his brilliant shores, 
Until they, too, had ebbed away, and nought 
But the lonely waste remained. 
 
Where once the light of life—extant— 
Was brilliant on his sweeping shores, 
He heard the trumpet shouts that tell 
Their day of doom. Their ‘Ever more!’ 
Echoed the roll within his emptying mind 
As ‘Never more!’. 
He turned to see the woman at his side 
Beguiled by dreams of deity, 
And in her eyes he saw his own 
In flight from lifeful life. 
Outstretched, his arms embraced the hope, 
That kills the glory for the ever-new, 
That never-new can be. This death 
Was light of life in flight 
Beyond the trumpets’ roll 
Of ‘Ever more!’ and ‘Never more!’. 
 
Together one, but nought but one, 
As one but nought, they fled, 
Until the silence closed around  
In hollowing emptiness. As yet 
No cry from heaven came. 
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So Wise 
__________________   _________________ 

 
Time was when I was wise, so wise, 
Though time that was, was when a child: 
Part innocent, part knowing, with 
Eyes always wide to what there was, 
And what had been, and what was yet to be, 
Knew wisdom in its way of being known. 
I knew, but in that wide-eyed way 
Which felt and sensed and knew 
Without the formal learning of it. 
How can a child be wise when young, 
Wiser than many an ancient one? 
 
 
I sensed the beauty of the land, 
The bush and forest, desert sand, 
The sweep of coast, the dark of sea 
And storms that fretted at the shores 
That reached the mountains vast. 
The mountains cragged and browed themselves, 
Brooding the long millenniums 
That flashed their times, betimes, 
And held their secret in their scented blues, 
Redolent with the flowered smells 
Of eucalypts, boronia brown, 
And ferned decay and bracken deep 
That made the forests—rich from rain— 
Full bowered, where things feathered sang 
The songs as ancient as the hills, 
And sweet as on the plains. 
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This sense of beauty had its birth 
Within the gifts that make a child 
As though he were a sage.  
Sagacious childhood is a gift 
As rich as any other gift that be, 
Of songs and music, telling tales 
And painting things until they—freed— 
Flash joy upon the race, or tell 
The mindless minds to halt and think 
And sense the wisdom that has made 
Things as they really are. 
 
 
 
Within such sense is also given 
The mind to face the tragedy 
Of human living, turmoil, pain, 
The senseless crime of selfish acts, 
The never-ending death of peace, 
The homicide of love, and rape 
Of all the peerless dignity 
That constitutes the race—Man’s race— 
And with that understanding wise 
To know the bland and empty mind 
That voids the beauty of the spirit deep, 
To make it crass and sterilise 
The fruitful full fecundity 
That builds a patrimony so rich 
That Man is never poor—this heritage 
That’s stored for all the ages that will come 
Is plundered by nonentities 
And spoiled by hoodlum hearts 
To make all purity impure 
In places of graffiti rage, 
And vandalise the glories given 
By patient pain and heaven’s heaven. 
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True wisdom never gives itself 
To anger or despair. It knows in truth: 
It truly knows the truth that’s truth 
In face of all that’s dark and dead 
And blind and senseless in its mind, 
Or suave and clever, selfish, crazed. 

 
 
 

Songs That Break Through 
__________________   _________________ 

These are the songs that break through 
From the limpid depths, the pellucid deeps 
Of my vagrant mind. Tired in the early  
Or late hours, I sleep. Then awake, 
And creatures of music and delight 
Part the pellucid waters, come to me 
As visitors from the transparent depths, 
From the clear environs of my sleeping, 
Waking mind. 
 
Down there are songs of joy, songs ringing 
As though breaking some womb of pregnancy 
To be born into life, to take on 
Forms of their own, life native to themselves, 
Amazing the mind, astonishing the soul 
And bringing joy unutterable to the Spirit. 
‘Joy unutterable’ is an old cliché, 
Almost the saying of the mindless mind— 
Crass, thoughtless, repetitious—  
And yet it’s true. Songs that are born, 
Poems that come to life, have been given being: 
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Life in the unseen heart—the secret place 
Of our strange humanity, the core-place 
Of the human mystery. 
 
Once born, the children clutter 
The father-mother nature of the begetter. 
Some that emerge are sombre and dull, 
Some showing the lineaments of atavistic thought, 
Some almost stillborn, 
Weak yet surviving, whilst others come 
Roaring rumbustious, slapping their sides 
With their self-known, self-sown 
And self-shown humour. 
They delight as children who crowd at the table, 
Eating with fun and childlike humour, 
Whilst others wait silent, spurning  
The crass delights of purposeless humour, 
Waiting days of high magnificence, 
Of revelations of eternal things 
Available to the thoughtful spirit. 
 
I, then, am amazed. 
I sleep, know the motions 
That wake me at the appropriate point of time 
Of the new begetting.  
Words come in their own array, 
And patterns of mystery 
Flow out of the depths supernal, 
Weaving their way upwards 
To the mind that weeps joy and pain 
At the unbidden new creation. 
 
We were made creatures of love, 
Beings that weave their dreams  
Yet do not anticipate that the weary mind, 
The sleeping body, the voidful spirit, 
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Will awake to voiceless utt’rances 
And songful entities 
That become the poems and songs 
For this generation, making themselves 
Part of the great human heritage, 
Finding their eternal place 
In the ever-accumulating treasury 
Bestowed by the concealed Muses 
Or the celestials deputed 
To be the minders of the heads and hearts 
Of writers and composers—they  
Who never cease to marvel at songs in the night, 
And revelations deeper deep 
Than the conscious imaginings 
Of the striving poet, 
The artist stirred, and the attemptive maker 
Seeking songs in the day until night surprises, 
Carrying the spirit to the dawn 
And the dawn to the normal day. 
 

 

 A Bird Is a Living Thing 
__________________   _________________ 

A bird, caught warm in the hand, 
Is a living thing. 
The heart flutters incessantly 
At the strange touch 
Of a human being. 
It is a living thing. 
Momentarily held captive 
Until freed: it then 
Rehabilitates. 
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When seen—though unaware— 
It is a darting thing—if small. 
Diminutive, it flashes 
For honey in the spring flowers, 
For nectar in the pale blue and the red, 
The crimson of bottle brush. 
It hangs, better to suck 
The sweet nutrient. 
Then it is gone, 
A feathered spasm of gold, 
A flashing flurry 
Of beak and feathers. 
 
I used to ask, ‘Whence comes 
And out of what?’ 
Until I just enjoyed 
The quick avian invasion 
Which penetrated senses 
And, below the senses, 
The worship of life— 
Gratitude for the unexplainable. 
 
The bird is just a living thing, 
Heart fluttering in the warm hand 
Until the hand’s heart responds: 
Itself another living thing. 

Love Look 
__________________   ___________________  

Did they tell you that your love 
Kept lapping up against my shore— 
My silent lonely shore? 
Did they tell you in that moment 
A tireless hunger was appeased? 
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Did they tell you that that love— 
Not your responsive eros but His agape— 
Shone through your gentle eyes, 
Commanding peace to me  
In a day I knew pain 
And time’s sheer endlessness? 
 
When I look down upon 
That silent lapping on my passive feet, 
A greater living memory 
Eternalises your thoughtful gaze,  
Brings all I ever knew of love, 
Until, enveloped in that smile, 
I live forever, and again. 
 

 

Elongating 
__________________   ___________________  

The golden droplet 
Of glowing light, 
Suspended 
Between earth and sky 
Up and down 
North and south, 
Constantly elongating 
Until heavy 
As a pear is shaped. 
It is a bell to bursting 
And breaking into 
Coruscating diamantés 
Or new 
Golden bells, 
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Ever elongating, 
Elongating, 
Elongating; 
Constantly coruscating,  
Coruscating, 
Coruscating. 

Galah Admission 
__________________   ___________________  

High overhead the galahs 
Wheel without quiver, 
Their strident cries proclaiming 
Their utter freedom. 
Pink-grey anatomy is theirs 
That flits and flirts, 
Encompassing the blue entirety 
And the mass of foaming clouds 
With the long serrated wisps. 
 
They cry about the wakening dawn, 
Calling it into fresh action, 
Lightening the greys to greens 
And greens into dry brilliance 
Of the heat-coming hours. 
 
Having awakened all, 
They widen the circle of flight 
To the high eucalyptus 
Whose crest they have killed 
With their age-old  
Incessant sniping, the snipping 
Of their beaks and claws 
Until the dead limbs 
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Are stark in the upshot glory 
Of the new migrant sun. 
Their stridency is a harsh health 
Piercing the long numbness of my 
Traumatised mind. Self-pity fades 
And I flee upwards, drawn by their cries, 
And I wheel into this new world, 
Ancient as these pre-time creatures, 
Till I am all galah. 

 

Pink Dummy 
__________________   ___________________  

Passing the Edinburgh— 
The pub with schnitzels galore— 
I leaned on my stick 
And paused to look 
On the rough gravel 
At the shining pink 
Of the plastic dummy, 
Like a calyx 
Of six sepals 
Holding the bubble 
For the rosebud lips. 
 
No lips were there 
Rounded for bliss. 
The fragrance of schnitzel 
Wavered awhile 
And my nostrils twitched 
Like a sleeping babe 
Folding the lips 
Over an absent dummy. 
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The stick impatient 
Drew me on. 
My mind pondered 
The flowers I saw; 
Especially 
The hibiscuses 
Of white, and crimson, 
Salmon and gold, 
But mostly pink. 
 
Not often you see 
An unsucked dummy. 
 
In the hibiscus shrubs 
The flowers tremble 
As though with ecstasy 
Where gold and brown 
Honeyeaters 
Suck near the sepals 
Of the calyx. 
 
I feel their flurry 
And their ecstasy. 

Pre-occupation 
__________________   ___________________  

Why do they come 
Each night, 
Night after night, 
Tumbling into my mind, 
These age-old friends of mine, 
Yet young, as though not aged, 
Repeating ever 
The things we did of old? 
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I welcome them, 
Bewildered. 
I see their faces young 
But old 
As we are old. 
We revel and we mime 
What once we were 
And what we are. 
 
Bewilderment gives way 
To understanding. 
They had no end 
To endless thinking; 
No clue to life, 
No telos, goal. 
Now all around my mind 
Their souls cavort 
As players on the oval 
Work out their game, 
And mine’s the mind 
In which they tumble. 
 
I wake,  
And they are gone. 
Cavortings done, 
But they’ll return. 
So did they play 
In yester-years 
Unknown to my mind 
Before I learned  
To dream. 
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The Wind of God 
__________________   _________________ 

They shall spring up like grass amid waters, 
   like willows by flowing streams.   Isaiah 44:4. 

 
When first we came the land was dry; 
Dreary the hills behind the plains, 
Drier the creeks, and drier still the trees, 
Only the thorns showed signs of life. 

 
 Thorny things live in the dry places, 
 Cacti waving nihilistic arms, 
 And at night the scurrying creatures 
 Subsisting on nothing. 

 
When next we came, pressed by that urge— 
Mixture of inner guilt and rapturous joy— 
We sensed a promise in the air’s death breath, 
And tried to wrestle through to faith. 

 
 Dreary things live in the dry places 
 Afraid of scudding rain and cooling breeze, 
 Subsisting on nothing is their joy 
 Where dry death lives in death. 

 
We stood at the entrance to the plains 
Where centuries had mouldered to the dry, 
And in a moment caught a freshening breath, 
Knowing the floods might come at any time. 
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 Hopeless things live in the dry places, 
 Feeding lost hope on hope’s abandonments, 
 Fearing the breaking in of another world 
 To destroy their nihilism. 
 

       
 
In a moment it came: the wind refreshing, 
Blowing in pure promise, breaking 
The grey sweep of land, blotting out the hills 
To bring the eternal green—of grace. 

The Crying Bird 
__________________   ___________________  

In the midst of the night the bird cries. 
I have heard its crying over many years. 
I have heard it in the depths 
Of my sleeping, and of my 
Unsleeping sleeping. 

 
The spirit of man  
Often lives in waking, 
Though it be sleeping. 
In this midst, 
In this centre 
Where the heart pivots, 
The cry of the bird 
Finds itself to me, 
Though it seems 
It speaks only to the dark night. 

 
It is a bird of the darkness, 
Being what it is  
In the silence which it  
Constantly breaks. 
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It interrupts 
Soft silence, mystic quiet 
When only hierophants 
Can utter their secrets 
On the noiseless waves 
To the listening ones. 
 
In the darkness there are 
Listening ones. 
I am one of these. 
I listen, hearing nothing, 
But expecting, and needing, 
Until I realise 
That this is the voice  
I have been hearing 
Over my timid decades, 
Over my unanticipating 
Faith, that the simple  
Hierophant is uttering 
Out of the mysteries given to it. 
 
Sometimes it is in the warm 
Bed, beneath smooth sheets, 
And her beside me 
Breathing quietly, 
But it has also been 
In the jetted jungle, 
In the attaped hut 
Of my old Prison Camp 
With the sibilance 
Of the rain on the roof. 
 
Often it has been in the haunts  
Of men and women: crowded places 
Have their own darkness. 
The bird is always there 
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Tapping out the mystic message, 
Or just softly plaintive 
To the enshrouding darkness, 
The blackness that has its being 
For the repetitive uttering 
Of the necessary mystery 
For the heart 
Pivoting gratefully 
Under the regulative tapping 
Of the bird’s unceasing song. 

 

Aitch-Two-Double-O 
__________________   _________________ 

‘Oxygenate or perish!’ was his cry, 
And I who heard it didn’t care to die; 
I listened to his song of therapy 
And thought, ‘Maybe he sings this all for me’. 
 
We huff, we puff, we make intake 
Of breath—our lungs enlarge to make 
Sufficient air or wind or breeze 
To give full life to arteries. 
 
‘Alas!’ he said, ‘that air is not enough 
To depollute the toxic stuff 
That lies along our various veins, 
Infecting flesh and heart and brains. 
 
‘You need to oxify the lot, 
To purify each tittle and each jot, 
And all the flowing bright red stream 
Until it’s fresh and new and clean’. 
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‘Enough!’ I cried, ‘Dear expert tell 
How I can save me from this hell 
Of inner sludge and darkest stains 
And thus renew my hopeless veins 
 
‘And purify my flesh and mind 
Until my blood perfection find, 
And I can breathe the wholesome air 
When blood is pure and life is fair!’ 
 
‘Aitch-two-double-O’, he said, 
‘Will like as raise you from the dead,  
Its name is easy—“per-ox-ide”— 
That cleanses all your blood inside. 
 
‘You put it in your drinks or food, 
Or take in tablets—they are good. 
Whatever means you use you gain 
Fresh flow in artery or vein, 
 
‘So oxygen will purify 
And you will live until you die, 
And folk will cry, “Until he died 
His life was wholly per-ox-ide” ’. 
 
Ah, blessed gas! Ah, glorious mix 
Of elements that quickly fix  
The sluggish flow and give a wealth 
Of glorious life and glowing health, 
That we who might so soon have died 
Live on through packaged per-ox-ide! 
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The Dame Named Fame 
__________________   _________________ 

There be a dame named Fame, 
Fair though appeareth she, 
Wary of her should you be. 
She goeth halt and lame, 
Though not that you see. 

 
‘I am all joy for thee’, 
Saith she, saith she. 
‘Give then thy life to me, 
I’ll be thy life for thee. 
I’ll give thee fame. 

 
‘I’ll give a name to thee— 
Name of my Fame. 
Shame shall not follow thee 
If thou follow me, follow me.’ 
Thus speaks the dame named Fame. 

 
‘Hollow the soil is for thee,  
Shaped as it is for me. 
There in the soil we shall lie, 
Both bye and bye. 
Famous though now we may be.’ 

 
Fame is for shame 
If we make a name. 
Shameless we lie 
If fameless we die. 
Life is for life, let it be. 
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For life without fame  
Is apart from this dame. 
Halting she goes 
With the beauty she knows, 
But it fades, as she goes, as do we. 
 
Love is the true life for thee 
As for me. Love without fame 
Is life without shame— 
Love in humility. 
Love is without death for thee. 
 

Why Dozes the Magpie? 
__________________   _________________ 

All afternoon on the north side of the hill 
The magpie has been dozing. It fits 
Into the cradle of its making. 
Years ago when I saw such a happening 
I was sure the bird was dead. 
Now I know better. I know 
He—or is it she?—is taking a nap, 
A long afternoon nap. 
It must need lots of ultra violet— 
If the rays penetrate such wings 
And body feathers. 
 
I wonder why it naps in the sun 
In lazy languor, avian lassitude. 
I wonder why it is not up and about. 
In the garden I have seen a hundred worms 
And it none. Come the evening 
And it will follow me in my digging, 
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Glad of the exposed worms. 
But now it sleeps. 
I wonder why? 
 
On the rare days, the times seldom, 
When I doze in that way, 
Thoughts that are wearying come 
And I clamber my way 
Through mental mazes. I tire 
Of the problem-solving. I hover 
’Twixt sleep and waking, waking and sleep. 
I stumble over obstacles. 
I fall into fitful slumber, 
The easy with the uneasy. 
Then comes the creative thought, 
The new seminal beginning 
Of an idea. A poem breaks, 
Or a story formulates itself 
In dazzling plot. 
 
I remember now that years ago 
A wounded bird sat on a branch, 
Immobile over many days. 
Its sleep to me was death’s own sleep 
Come to retrieve the bird. Wrong! 
It came to heal. In the slumber 
A balm was present. After days 
The bird stirred, shook itself 
And flew into a new life. 
 
Does the magpie store healing and life? 
Does it give its mind opportunity 
For creative understanding?  
I know not. It seems content enough 
With things as they are. 
I am forever making things to be 
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As I would mind them be. 
Wearied I give way to the visiting siesta 
And find myself anew. 
I think I’ll find a cradle on the hill 
In view of the north sun, 
And be all born again, 
And give creative powers 
Their rightful due, daily. 

 
 

Starling Song 
__________________   _________________ 

This morn I heard a starling sing, 
Black-clothed and pensive, 
Not on the wing but earth bound— 
Seated on a TV pole— 
His heart poured out his soul 
As some sweet lyricist, 
And from the distant almond tree 
His sweetheart answered, 
Repeating as an echo-song 
His plaintive melody. 
 
Twice did I look to see a thrush 
Or skylark bound to earth; 
Not thinking that this lowly bird 
Could make a song as sweet, 
As filled with music as the thrush or lark, 
And I was wrong. His song 
Dropped and dripped from off the pole 
And made my scattered fragments whole 
Which were apart in me. 
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So much for avian snobbery, 
And myths of thrush and lark 
And nightingales that sing in dark. 
I heard the starling in the day 
And heard him, too, at night. 
Though a blackbird on the wing 
Is sleek and lovely—a valued thing— 
I’ll listen to the starling on the pole 
Who takes my scattered parts 
And makes them whole. 

 

Sweet Flesh 
__________________   _________________ 

Sweet flesh, I worshipped thee 
In all thy forms of beauty 
And of noble power. 
Entranced, a worshipper was I 
At thy intransient shrine. 
Beauty I loved 
And beauty I adored 
As he who said, ‘Beauty is truth 
And truth is beauty. 
This is all I know,  
And all I need to know’. 
 
How wrong I was, 
Though even he were right 
The way he may have meant it. 
Beauty to me an icon was, 
To have me and to hold me 
And fill my hours 
With living icon, total joy 
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And dream’s fulfilment. 
Yet dream so vapid, 
Clothing the vivid form 
In darling drapes, 
As though no idol of the mind, 
But reality for sight and touch 
And thought’s immediacy. 
 
Beauty is God Himself 
In all His quiet glory, 
No ostentation, no drawing me 
For beauty’s sake, but for His own 
Of suffering love, and form awry 
From classic shapefullness. 
Distorted features of the Tree 
Are beauty’s lineaments. 
There beauty be 
That takes the ignoble 
And transforms  
Through tears and blood 
The ugliness of pride 
And fashioned form, 
Shaping it fresh 
To love’s full lineaments. 
 
She whom I loved— 
Flesh to my flesh, 
Heart to my heart— 
In fashioned beauty from the hand 
That gives all forms and loveliness, 
With me has aged 
Where icon dulls from youthfulness 
And seems to wane 
From former splendour, 
As sun sets coldly in the West, 
Drained of its pristine glory. 
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So thought I deep in heart, 
‘Her beauty’s gone. My beauty’s lost 
Who worshipped at her shrine. 
I am bereft. Opt then I must 
For all its fading; be content 
With less than was 
And final loss of it. 
All but the living wraith remains’. 
 
How wrong I was! 
Idolatry must bring 
The terror of its loss 
And leave the soul a shadow, 
Plaintive within its realm 
Of soulless yearning. 
Beauty is in the ageing flesh. 
No flesh is sweet 
That’s not inhabited by Him. 
When inhabited, 
Is from His depths 
And is the beauty 
Transcending all that’s mortal, 
Drawing it on to fullest telos— 
The eternal beauty 
That lives within the eyes of God 
And flows from His full heart 
To make the Bride for him 
Who is the true Groom, 
And shares his glory for all time, 
And with all those 
Who are his holy Bride, 
In beauty that’s ineffable. 
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